Abstract -The broadcast disk provides an effective way to transmit information from a server to many clients. Information is broadcast cyclically and clients pick the information they need out of the broadcast. An example of such a system is a wireless web service where web servers broadcast to browsing clients. Work has been done to schedule the information broadcast so as to minimize the expected waiting time of the clients. This work has treated the information as indivisible blocks that are transmitted in their entirety. We propose a new way to schedule the broadcast of information, which involves splitting items into smaller. sub-items, which need not be broadcast consecutively. This relaxes the restrictions on scheduling and allows for better schedules. We look at the case of two items of the same length, each split into two halves, and show that we can achieve optimal performance by choosing the appropriate schedule from a small set of schedules.
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I. MODEL AND PROBLEM
The broadcast disk is a way to send information to many clients at the same time over a broadcast medium. The broadcast disk is a central server that acts as a common cache for many clients. Data at the server is made available cyclically to the clients, according to the broadcast schedule. The goal is to schedule the broadcast information in a way that minimzes the expected waiting time of the clients.
Vaidya and Hammeed [l] worked out the optimal broadcast frequencies of items within a schedule as a function of their demand probabilities, p , , and lengths, 1,. They showed that to minimize expected waiting time, the frequencies of broadcast, f3, should be proportional to G. This led to an algorithm that attempted to achieve these relative frequencies. This algorithm is good because it is computationally fairly simple and works for an arbitrary number of broadcast items with arbitrary lengths and demand probabilities. However, they make some assumptions about spacing of items that do not hold in most cases.
We look at a new way to schedule the items, which allows us to achieve better expected waiting times. We consider the case of two items of the same length, and we split each item into two halves. We then schedule these pieces of the items for broadcast. We find the optimal schedule under these conditions based on the demand probabilities.
We represent a schedule by a sequence of numbers. Each number represents a piece of an item. For example, 1122 means we broadcast two pieces of iteni 1 followed by two pieces of item 2. To determine which piece of an item to send, we By "expected waiting time", we mean the total amount of time that a client spends listening to the broadcast channel, not including the time spent obtaining the desired data. We assume that clients start listening at random times uniformly distributed over the broadcast cycle.
SUMMARY O F RESULTS
The main result is the following:
Theorem 1 For two items of the same length, each split into two halves, the broadcast schedule that minimizes expected waiting time as:
For a more detailed discussion of this result, refer to [2] . This theorem tells us that with two items of equal length, the optimal schedule is a simple function of the demand probability p l . To prove this result, we first prove some lemmas about comparing the waiting times of different schedules. Then, we use these lemmas to narrow the set of schedules to a small set of schedules. From this set, we numerically compare the schedules to find which is best and for what value of PI. Is is surprising that the optimal schedule is such a simple function of p l . The set of possible schedules is uncountably infinite. Using certain rules of manipulation, we can reduce this uncountable set to a countable set, which is essentially 25 types of schedules, each parameterized by length. From these, we see that only the small set of schedules in the theorem are optimal.
